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Ups and downs
PICKING UP: With the property market recovering Inchcape is among a number of
groups investing in new builds, including this Volkswagen site in Exeter

The UK dealership property market is seeing high prices for
prime stock while secondary stock struggles to find buyers
John Kirwan

the past 12 months.
“A number of properties that have been vacant
and available on the market for some time have
n the face of it, it’s looking
found occupiers from both the automotive
good. As we move through the
sector and alternate uses. Such occupiers include
final quarter of 2013, there are
supermarkets, gymnasiums, trade counter and
indications that the UK is emerging
other roadside occupiers.
from the downturn.
“In general terms we have seen less motor
New car sales, fuelled by cheap finance and
dealerships closing and those that are coming to
dealer target bonuses, are doing well. Sales
the market are increasingly due to relocation
volumes in the used car sector are back
and upgrading of facilities, rather than
where they were prior to the financial
forced closure. We do not envisage
crisis in 2008. And new light
any significant change in the
commercial van sales, widely
forthcoming months,” he said.
accepted as a barometer of
James is not alone in thinking
the UK economy, are looking
Decline in prime
the market has picked up. John
stronger than they have for
property values now
Roberts, director of automotive
some time.
compared to preand roadside with Colliers
But is this reflected in sentiment
recession peak
International, argues that the
in the commercial property
market has improved compared to
market? We asked some of the
a year ago with less property hanging
specialists in roadside and automotive
around looking for buyers.
property for their take on the market.
“We have less stock than a year ago and
Have they got more or less stock on their books
we are seeing more of it retained in the sector or
than a year ago? How far are dealer property
values removed from where they were at their peak within motor related uses,” he said.
GVA has a different take on the subject. Tom
in 2008? And what is the outlook for the sector as
Poynton, associate, automotive and roadside, said
we move into 2014?
business was picking up with new developments
taking place.
A year on
“In normal market cycles, following a bust period,
we would expect to see more distressed assets
Among the property consultants we canvassed
coming to the market, as increased transactional
there is a clear consensus that the market is
activity would mean banks would have a
performing better than it was a year ago.
reasonable chance of getting their money back,
Alisdair James, a partner with the Rapleys
“At the lower end of the market we are therefore
automotive and roadside team, said that the
witnessing more disposals by way of consensual
number of vacant dealership premises has fallen in
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sale. At the other end, what is really encouraging,
we are seeing more uptake of development land.
“New dealership schemes are coming out of
the ground for the first time in a long time. We
are also buying and selling far more dealership
investment properties, which shows that confidence
in the sector has returned in the City,” he said.

A two-tier market
Confidence may have returned to the market but it
is worth looking back to January 2009 to see just
how far values had fallen. Then CBRE estimated
that values had fallen by 35.5% from their summer
2007 peak.
Five years on and the consensus in automotive
sector is that there has been a recovery but the
market is polarised.
James at Rapleys said it was difficult to compare
like with like as there have been relatively few
transactions on prime dealership properties.
“If anything a two-tier market has developed
with the values on prime motor trade property, on
facilities representing key brands such as Mercedes,
Audi and BMW, generally being comparable to that
achieved at the height of the market.
“However it is clear that the secondary brands
are unable to support the rental values achieved at
the height of the market and their businesses are
only viable following a readjustment in the market.

There is a consensus that the
market is better than it was
a year ago
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sustainable,” he said.
It is widely accepted that the market is increasingly
operating at two speeds but what of the outlook for
2014? Will secondary sites see a much needed rise
in values or will they continue to languish? James at
Rapleys is sanguine about the market and does not
anticipate any major upturn in activity.
“The market is now relatively stable with selected
manufacturers and dealers starting to look at
new business opportunities, with a few new-build
opportunities being announced.
“Notably we are aware of developments coming
forward for a number of brands including VW,
Toyota, Land Rover, Kia, Mercedes and Vauxhall. We
anticipate that activity will continue at this level going

In general terms we have seen
less motor dealerships closing
Dealership vacancy levels

PRIME SITE: Inchcape opened a purpose built Porsche dealership in
Portsmouth in 2012. It is one of the brand’s biggest UK dealerships
to the trough of the recession, I would say that
Brands such as Hyundai, Kia and Skoda are active
secondary properties are still perhaps 25% below
in the market but would not be able to compete
the market peak,” he said.
with the prime values of 2008,” he said.
“Recovery in these types of property will be
Roberts at Colliers International picks
slow. Ultimately, some vendors may look
up on the theme of a two-tier market
at alternative uses to get best value,”
with top grade property finding buyers
he said.
at premium prices but secondary
Poynton points to the flight to
sites and outlets struggling to
quality with the best dealership
attract interest.
Decline in values of
property selling well while
“Values are still very subjective
secondary properties
secondary stock - due to size, and
relative to franchise, property and
now compared to
location - struggling.
location. In broad terms we are
market peak
“With prime stock the recovery
seeing values returning or in some
in 2007
has been far quicker and as far
cases surpassing 2008 figures for
as investments are concerned,
prime facilities. Secondary properties
manufacturer covenants are now in some
are more subjective in terms of valuations
cases achieving yields around 25 basis points off
but most are below 2008 figures,” he said.
2007 levels.
Poynton at GVA said that values have recovered
“In capital value terms that equates to only 5%
but from a low base.
below the top of the market – although only time
“From a drop off of up to 50% in the value of
will tell if the current trend of downward yields is
secondary dealership assets between the peak

25%
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Dealership vacancy levels have fallen
over the past few years, according to Bill
Bexson, managing director Automotive
Property Consultancy (APC).
“We have recorded a fall in car dealership
vacancy levels from 4.1% to 3% since 2011,
but there is flat lining in the values of
older properties.
“Once falling vacant, dealerships,
particularly leasehold and those with
limited alternative use prospects, can be
difficult to shift,” he said.
According to Bexson, the headlines
generated by positive new car registrations
have stimulated demand for dealership
property in City circles.
“The good news about car sales has
captured the attention of fund managers
looking for alternative real income growth
deals to the increasingly keen prices sought
for say supermarket investments.
“Already 2013 has seen more
investment in car dealerships than in
the whole of 2012. The last 12 months
has seen an increase in new dealership
developments too, such as Portsmouth
Porsche, Bristol Ford and Volkswagen
Chester,” he said.
Kia has also orchestrated new dealership
developments in key strategic locations
in Chiswick (West London) and Coulsdon
(South London), he said.
“We expect the upwards trend curve to
continue into 2014 for modern dealerships
in the right location and at affordable
occupation costs as confidence among
dealers is enhanced,” said Bexson.
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My dealer and manufacturer
clients seem positive in their
outlooks in the retailing markets
into 2014 with perhaps more relocation opportunities
being identified as the performance and profitability
of dealers in the motor sector continues to improve,”
he said.
Roberts at Colliers International is also qualified about
prospects for the property market going into 2014.
“We see a continued slow improvement to the
sector. We are starting to see more dealers looking
at expansion through property-led acquisitions
rather than business transfers. We believe there will
be less existing stock available for continued use and
that new builds and development opportunities will
increase during the later half of the year,” he said.
The last word goes to Poynton at GVA who is
perhaps the most optimistic about prospects about
the future although he, too, warns that secondary
sites will take longer to recover and that the overall
recovery takes place against a backdrop of years of
declining values.

BIG INVESTMENT: Alan Day Volkswagen in Coulsdon,
located alongside the A23, reflects new developments
taking place in the German brand’s dealer network
naturally translates to the property market. I believe
“I am really upbeat about the future of the sector.
that by the end of 2014 prime and good quality
After five years of property values plummeting and
sub-prime stock will be trading at, or very close, to
then stagnating, it is hugely encouraging to see real
pre-recession levels but that recovery in the value of
value, confidence and optimism returning.
more secondary assets will inevitably take longer,”
“My dealer and manufacturer clients seem positive
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he said.
in their outlooks in the retailing markets, and this
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